What are the key takeaways from the session?

- Not enough specialists have hands on experience
- Learnt UN’s ongoing engagements and work around PSEA - new systems and processes put in place.
- Recognition of (much needed) cooperative agreements with host governments on PSEA
- There needs to be greater focus on localization, more investment in local actors, and more consultation with local organizations and communities.
- What a survivor focused approach looks like, Thank you Aimee from MPALA for sharing this.
- UN is consulting the same few people too much
- Accountability challenge is still not addressed
- Online investigations training will be disseminated by UNHCR by year end
- Needs to be continued emphasis on GBV professionals in understanding SEAH.
What are the key takeaways from the session?

- New countermeasure programs, learnings. PSEA implementation methods presented by participants.
- Upcoming tools that will help our work in-country.
- My takeaway from this session is the implementation of the survivor-centered approach in our programming in Somalia.
- PSEA management, GBV management.
- Progress is being made on all 3 PSEA priorities but there are still many questions on HOW to do this work at the country level; need to systematise approaches around accountability and provision of assistance.
- More needs to be done on PSEA coordination with governments, maybe at the member state level, to give some overall frameworks to work with at country levels.
- There is a difference between 'lessons identified' and 'lessons learnt'.
What are the key takeaways from the session?

UN needs to lead but I/NGOs cannot be left behind, need to bridge the gap and step up the support to partners on accountability and the other areas as well.

Link between PSEA and GBV programming.

Availability of Community Outreach Fund. Would be good to hear more about how this is being utilized over time.

UN donors should be doing more to hold implementing partners to account where staff hide cases or fail survivors.